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Abstract: Deep learning techniques help agronomists eﬀiciently identify, analyze, and monitor tomato health. CNN
(convolutional neural network) locality constraint and existing small train sample adversely influenced disease recognition
performance. To alleviate these challenges, we proposed a discriminative feature learning attention augmented residual
(AAR) network. The AAR network contains a stacked pre-activated residual block that learns deep coarse level features
with locality context, whereas the attention block captures salient feature sets while maintaining the global relationship
in data points, attention features augment the learning of the residual block. We used conditional variational generative
adversarial network (CVGAN) image reconstruction network and augmentation techniques to enlarge the training
sample size and improve feature distribution. We conducted several experiments to demonstrate the AAR network
performance.The AAR network performed 97.04% accuracy without data generation and augmentation, 98.91% with
data generation and augmentation, and 99.03% trained with data augmentation, which consistently improved tomato
disease recognition and visualization effectiveness in both cases by learning salient features than deep and wide CNN
baseline networks and other related works. Therefore, the AAR network can be a good candidate for improved tomato
disease detection and classification task.
Key words: Attention augmented network, variational generative adversarial network, plant disease classification

1. Introduction
Timely identification, analysis, and monitoring of plant health reduce the adverse effect of plant diseases
by ensuring crop productivity, food security, food health, and ecological stability [1, 2]. The conventional
biochemical disease diagnosis became relatively costly due to resource requirements. Deep learning techniques
extract plant leaf image features for disease identification and classification [1, 3, 4, 6–8], segmentation [9, 10],
and severity estimation [11, 12]. However, the small and unbalanced labeled train samples made it insuﬀicient to
train deep models. Besides, the CNN convolution learns local features without considering the global semantic
context that capture salient learning for target disease spot identification and analysis. Sample augmentation
and advanced generation techniques enlarge the train sample size while improving the feature distribution.
Besides joint training, convolution and attention help exploit the global and local features for fine-grained
recognition tasks.
∗ Correspondence:
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Data generation models help to boost training sample diversity. Geometric transformation use transformation operations to create massive train sample [3, 8, 14, 15]. Learning-based techniques produce synthetic
samples with better diversity [8, 10, 16]. Methods like AC-GAN used to generate images with higher discriminability [17], CR-GAN generated multi-view images from existing single view images for action recognition
[18]. The two pathway encoder GAN tomato image generation jointly trained conditional GAN and variational
GAN branches to generate samples with random noise and train feature [9]. However, the two pathway encoder
GAN produced blurry images due to the noise in the CGAN branch. We proposed the conditional variational
GAN (CVGAN) to address plausible sample generation. The CVGAN is mainly motivated by CR-GAN selfsupervision using the tomato disease label, the CVAE identity-preserved latent feature generation, and AC-GAN
auxiliary classification loss. Unlike the two pathway encoder GAN, which learns from the training sample and
random noise, the CVGAN focuses on learning and reconstructing the training sample feature.
Deep CNN architectures are commonly used for plant disease detection and classification tasks on
laboratory and cultivation condition images [1, 3, 4, 6–8, 13, 22–24]. Super Resolution Convolutional Neural
Network (SRCNN) proposed disease feature visualization, indicating clear plant disease structure for phenotype
images [25]. A survey summarized several deep CNN architectures designed for multiple-stage architectures that
can improve disease feature understanding. However, due to deep stand-alone models in each stage, they are
diﬀicult to train. Besides, the performance of deep models improves up to a particular training stage where the
learning saturates and may start to degrade as depth increases[6]. A systemic renovation of CNN architectural
width introduced more robust model training by exploiting dropout, extra blocks of feature learning, and
learning parameter. With all the pros and cons, deep and wide CNN convolution operation work on local
optima data points, extracting deep common features giving less relevance to global long-range dependency
[26]. In contrast, the attention mechanism introduced a global relationship between pixels [27]. Attention
could replace convolution, but convolution and attention jointly proved to improve learning performance by
enforcing both localities and long-range global dependency [27–29]. Attention and CNN architectures in BAM
[30], CBAM [29], and RAN [28], and attention gated network [32] leveraged the integration of attention modules
within CNN blocks to extract salient features from the channel, spatial, or mixed dimensions for optimized and
discriminative feature learning. Despite their recognition performance, most attention mechanisms are applied
in object detection tasks as in BAM [30], CBAM [29].
Generally, the current state-of-the-art works have challenges related to training data size scarcity and
class imbalance problems, affecting the learning of discriminative tomato disease features. In addition, deep
stacking CNN architectures and the locality nature of convolution operation prevent the rich representation of
global semantic contextual interaction.
Therefore, in this paper, to attend salient features, we apply mixed attention, and, to learn deep and
common features, we constructed residual block by stacking pre-activated ResNet inspired in [28]. We propose
attention augmented residual (AAR) network that jointly exploits common and attended feature learning for
fine-grained tomato disease recognition. The AAR network with the attention mechanism learns to stress
relevant disease structures and suppress the irrelevant parts of the tomato leaves. Besides the attention learning,
to enlarge the train sample size and improve feature distribution, conditional variational GAN (CVGAN) sample
reconstruction network and augmentation techniques are used. The contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose an AAR network for discriminative tomato disease detection and classification.
• We presented augmentation and conditional variational GAN sample reconstruction network to enlarge
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the tomato training sample.
• We compare deep and wide CNN baselines to demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach for
disease recognition using the PlantVillage tomato data set.
The paper, in Section 2 presented related work, Section 3 discuss the proposed approach. It presents train
sample generation, and AAR learning for tomato disease recognition. In Section 4 experiment and data settings
are described. In Section 5, results are presented thoroughly. Finally, we concluded the paper in the Section 6.
2. Related work
2.1. CNN based plant disease recognition
Deep CNN architectures used with various experimental settings, like architecture choice, train test split,
learning parameters, and transferring pre-trained weights, have shown performance improvement [1, 3]. SRCNN
used phenotype images for disease classification [25]. Lightweight SqueezeNet trained to detect tomato disease
on mobile devices [33]. The process PlantDiseaseNet architecture PDNet-1 used pre-trained AlexNet and
YOLO classifier for plant leaf species detection and PDNet-2 for disease classification, addressing single leaf
multi-disease classifier [16]. Deep CNN boosts feature learning by adding nonlinearity and modifying the 7 × 7
kernel by 11 × 11 to improve the receptive field. Fine-tuned pre-trained VGG16 and AlexNet models performed
well for tomato plant disease identification [24]. These works, however, multistage base recognition using two
or more independent deep CNN networks designed specifically to learn different levels of feature sets, which
makes it diﬀicult to control the training at each stage [25] besides the fact that deep and shallow models are
subjected to collapse. Wide ResNet moved the research emphasis from the depth and parameter-related concern
to architectural width innovation that leverages channel boosting, systematic use of drop out, and kernel filter
size for robust training [34]. CNN spatial exploitation with bigger filter sizes enabled coarse-grained feature
extraction. In contrast, small filters specific target extraction from very similar objects [29, 30]. For example,
GoogLeNet used smaller filters as 1 × 1 , 3 × 3 , extract salient feature sets, and 5 × 5 filter to extract coarse level
spatial information. ResNet model, more eﬀicient in reducing gradient diminishing problem as depth increases
using skip connection. Unlike the strengths, usually, features learned at some layers in ResNet could contribute
very little information for the classification and results in the re-learning of redundant feature maps. With a
small tomato dataset in PlantVillage training, such a deep CNN model has a high chance of vanishing gradient.
To minimize such problems, it is eminent to use an advanced image generation technique.
2.2. Data augmentation and generation
Data augmentation techniques in [3, 8, 14, 15] used geometric transformation to prepare massive label preserved
train samples. Generated samples from GAN variants are plausible, but GAN is diﬀicult to train. Both vanilla
GAN and VAE without conditional attribute is challenging to control the generation process. Naturalistic images
generation preserving invariant features were proposed in CVAE GAN [20], AC-GAN [17], and CR-GAN [18].
AC-GAN combined the benefit of CGAN and SGAN stabilizes the training process while learning representations
in the latent feature map that is independent of the sample identity [17]. CR-GAN generated multi-view images
from single view images for action recognition [18, 19]. Encoder combined with GAN can reconstruct train image
feature, Encoder identity-preserved latent space generation supported the GAN generator network to generate
plausible samples, further conditioning their combined effort to control the generation process towards the
target is crucial. Therefore, we propose a conditional variational GAN sample reconstruction model inspired by
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self-supervised CR-GAN, the CVAE model, and auxiliary classifier loss from AC-GAN to boost tomato disease
image generation. The variational GAN sample reconstruction network is a design based on one of the Two
Pathway Encoder GAN branches, which is the encoder generator followed by the discriminator branch that
helps reconstruct the training sample features [8]. Besides, Augmentor [14] biomedical image augmentation
technique creates additional train samples.
2.3. Attention mechanism
Designing learning blocks to exploit attention features at different learning stages enabled much more detailed
feature extraction than common feature extraction architectures [27, 29, 30]. Attentive learning modules
introduced by the attention mechanism enhanced feature extraction rendering the potential to recognize specific
target features from cluttered backgrounds and complex scenes [28]. Attention mechanism focuses on salient
features that enable the model to learn target data points from small train samples, making it eﬀicient for data
constrained application areas [32]. Techniques such as the bottleneck attention module (BAM) improved the
deep CNN architecture using channel and spatial dimensions by taking the output from the attention block and
placing it at the bottleneck of the CNN model [30]. CBAM boosted feature representation inferring a design that
attention maps sequentially apply channel and then spatial attention to infer local feature using global average
pooling and attentive feature using max pooling to generate the final attention maps [29]. Attention gated
network used layer 11 and layer 14 of the VGG network for attention feature extraction, while it used the final
layer as a fine-grained global feature map to further tune the classification task [32]. RAN employed residual
block and attention mechanisms to extract discriminant features for image classification. In RAN, increasing
the number of attention modules in the residual network improves the performance of the classification task,
showing robust strength on noisy image inputs with complex backgrounds [28]. NASNetLarge attention-based
plant disease classification for laboratory and real condition images improved recognition performance trained
in unsupervised setting [36]. Attention embedded CNN architecture proposed for tomato leaf disease detection
produced an outstanding performance applied to four categories of images: one healthy and three unhealthy
tomato leaves [37]. Unlike the performance improvements, the work in [37] selected only a few and evenly
distributed classes from the PlantVillage tomato data set. The residual units working with mixed, channel, and
spatial attention enable the model to effectively emphasize disease spots and weaken non-disease features at
each training stage. The AAR network jointly strengthens the benefit of the local and global context in data
points.
3. Proposed approach
In this work, we presented the CVGAN sample reconstruction model for plausible synthetic sample generation,
and an AAR network for tomato disease detection and classification task.
3.1. Data generation
To enlarge the tomato training sample, we design a CVGAN image reconstruction network inspired by CVAEGAN [20], AC-GAN [17], and CR-GAN [18]. As shown in Figure 1, our approach combines encoder-generator
followed by discriminator networks to reconstruct train image feature at a pixel level. The Encoder E produces
a latent feature z̄ , Generator G generate synthetic sample x̄ and the Discriminator D discriminates x̄ from
real sample x . The network trains E and D keeping G as it is. The Encoder E(x) receives train sample x to
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produce encoded identity-preserved latent feature space z̄ and estimated tomato disease class label d¯.
¯ z̄) = (E ¯(x), Ez̄ (x)) = E(x).
(d,
d

(1)

The latent space z̄ and label d used as input to Generator G(z̄, d) to generate synthetic sample x̄ , which
is the reconstruction of x . G is not directly optimized by D rather indirectly through the E network. The
E network uses the real/fake Ds loss, cross-entropy LCE loss from the D network, and the estimated class
label d¯ loss from E itself to optimize the G network generate the plausible synthetic samples. The Ds then
discriminate the real sample x from synthetic x̄ . The D network also uses gradient penalty LGP for stable
GAN training as used in [37], and formulated as:
LGP = λ1 Ex̂∼px [(|| ▽x̂ D(x̂)||2 − 1)2 ].
Training sample

(2)

(a) Generator Training Phase

Discriminator D

d

x

Real/Fake

Generator

Encoder E

Ground truth

Update E by D
(b) Generation Phase

d
Generator

Encoder E

x

z

Synthetic samples

Training sample

Figure 1. Proposed variational GAN sample reconstruction network. (a) The sample reconstruction training phase. x
is real sample, d is disease class label, z̄ is identity preserved latent feature from E , d¯ estimated disease class and x̄
synthetic sample. (b) The sample generation phase.

Where x̂ is given by the interpolation of ground truth sample x and generated x̄ given by the formula,
x̂ = ε × x + (1 − ε) × x̄ . ε is a random value between 0 and 1. The D network predicts the G generation
performance using auxiliary classifier cross-entropy loss LCE for the class label d that optimizes E network to
measure the class label performance of generated images and is given as:
exp(Wf (x, θf ))
x exp(Wf (xk , θf ))

L̄CE = ∑

L̄CE = L̄CE1 , . . . , L̄CEn
LCE = −L̄CE log(L̄CE ).

(3)
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Where LCE is auxiliary classifier cross-entropy loss, W indicates the weight, f (x, θf ) is a function with
real sample x and θ learning parameter. The network G uses disease class label d to guide the training towards
a common feature by minimizing discriminator loss LD given by
LD = Exi ∼px [Ds (x̄) − Ds (x)] + LGP − λ2 LCE .

(4)

Where Ds is the discriminator real/fake loss, x̄ synthetic sample from G network, LGP gradient penalty
loss, and LCE is D network cross-entropy loss given by Equation (3). The E network provides optimized latent
feature z̄ learned from the Discriminators’ Ds and LCE loss to optimize G network by maximizing E loss LE
as:
LE = Ex∼px [Ds (x̄) + λ4 p(Dd (x̄) = d) − λ5 L1 (x, x̄) − LCE ].

(5)

L1 loss enforces that x̄ is the reconstruction of x ; λ1 = 10, λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = λ5 = 1 are the constant
values used to control the relative loss weight in the objective function as explained in WGAN-GP [37]. The
objective function for the whole sample reconstruction network is the sum of E and D losses:
LCV GAN = LE + LD .

(6)

Once the reconstruction network is trained in the training phase, a new synthetic sample that enlarges
the training set can be generated by the generation phase.
3.2. Attention augmented residual learning
Attention augmented residual network (AAR) leverages attention mechanism that enhances residual network
to focus on more salient and discriminative features for the classification task.Generally, Figure 2 AAR learning
module, has two blocks each with ResBlock and AttBlock. The ResBlock is designed by stacking pre-activated
residual units. The AttBlock is constructed from pre-activated residual units, maxpooling, up sampling, down
sampling, and sigmoid activation functions.
The attention augmented residual learning module has two branches the first branch containing a residual
blocks (ResBlock) f (yres ) and the second branch the attention block (AttBlock) f (yatt ) . The residual block
first layer output directly passed to the next deeper pre-activated residual layer and use skip connection to keep
the original feature from previous layers as illustrated in Figure 3. The attention block aimed to improve the
learning performance of the residual branch by taking the same input feature as the residual block. Initially,
the network takes in same sample input y to both residual and attention block at the same time, the residual
block extract common and deep feature f (yres ) apply f (y) performing convolution, batch normalization, and
RELU activation functions and add identity mapping y to f (y). The generic residual learning branch is as
given by:
f (yres ) = f (y) + y.

(7)

Where f (y) denotes the number of convolution, RELU, and batch normalization operations, y denotes
input sample. The attention block with the input sample y first performs down sampling, max pooling, followed
by up sampling operations using the up sampling residual unit to collect global and local information, second
applies sigmoid activation to extract the final attentive feature for the block.
f (yatt ) =
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed AAR network. (a) CNN feature extraction module original yo and synthetic ys ,
y train samples. (b) AAR learning module for disease detection and classification ȳ is AAR network learned feature.

The residual block learning f (yres ) multiplied element wise with the attention feature f (yatt ) as
f¯(yatt ) = f (yres ) × f (yatt ).

(9)

The residual learning branch f (yres ) again is added to f¯(yatt ) to preserve the original feature while
keeping salient discriminative attention features.
fˆ(yall ) = f (yres ) + f (yatt ).

(10)

The fˆ(yall ) mainly is a feature extracted from attention augmented residential learning; this strategy applied
three times to increase the performance of the whole recognition network described.
3.3. Tomato disease detection and classification
Attention augmented residual (AAR) network uses attention and residual module to learn both common and
attentive feature from variational GAN generated, artificially augmented, and original samples used as train
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Figure 3. Attention augmented residual learning (AAR) block, where f (yres ) is residual block, f (yatt ) is mixed
attention, f¯(yatt ) is the element-wise product of residual block and attention block features, fˆ(yall ) is element-wise
addition of f (yres ) and f¯(yatt ) features.

data set. Finally, learned features fed to the soft max cross-entropy loss with SGD optimizer for the classifier.
The classification loss is defined by:

exp(Wf (yt , θf ))
p̄c = ∑
k exp(Wf (yk , θf ))
p̄c = p̄1 , . . . , p̄n
pc = −p log(p̄).

(11)

Where p̄ is predicted class probability, Wf (yt , θf ) is the soft max classifier function.
The detailed CNN structure of both the CVGAN generation and AAR classification networks are presented in Figure 4. The figure describes main blocks or components and their respective number of convolutions,
BN, activation functions, and fully connected layers within each component or block.
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(a) CVGAN generation model network structure

Conv., 1x1 kernel
Encoder
Residual(x5), kernel 3x3, stride 1
E
Linear
Linear
Generator
Residual (x5), kernel 3x3, stride 1
G
Linear
Conv., kernel 3x3, stride 1
Discriminator Residual(x5),3x3 kernel,1x1 stride
D
Linear
Softmax

(b) AAR learning network structure

Conv.

Kernel 7x7

Maxpooling

Kernel 3x3
BN + Relu + Conv. 1x1

ResBlock

BN + Relu + Conv. 3x3

x5
BN + Relu + Conv. 1x1
BN + Relu + Conv. 1x1

AttBlock

Pre-activated Residual(x5),
kernel 3x3, stride 1
Linear
Sigmoid()

Figure 4. CVGAN generation model and AAR classification network structures. (a) CVGAN model structure. (b)
AAR learning model structure.

4. Experiment and dataset setting
4.1. Dataset settings
For the experiment, we extracted tomato images in PlantVillage with 256 × 256 spatial resolution, 18154
images, and ten classes (nine with disease and one class healthy) captured in a controlled environment [11],
also described in Table 1. The CVGAN sample generation model used a 50 : 50 train and test split for the
generation model training. Besides the CVGAN, the work utilized Augmentor tool appropriate for biomedical
image augmentation to create additional training samples [14].
To demonstrate the performance of the AAR network and the baselines on tomato disease detection and
classification, we used data set settings given in Table 2.
4.2. Experiment settings
All the experiments were run in PyTorch library on two Ubuntu Server NVIDIA GForce GTX1080Ti with 11G
video memory each. For CVGAN sample reconstruction we used learning rate=1e-4, batch size=32, epoch=100,
momentum=0.9, optimizer=Adam.
5. Result and discussion
5.1. Conditional variational GAN generation assessment
The CW-SSIM value is shown in Table 3. CW-SSIM [39] quality assessment for generated samples compared
with the ground truth for each class is an excellent quantitative indicator. The CVGAN generated samples
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Table 1. Describes the tomato dataset for variational GAN generation with 50% train test split.

Disease and class-categories
Bacterial Spot 0
Early Blight 1
Healthy 2
Late Blight 3
Leaf Mold 4
Septoria LeafSpot 5
TwoSpottedSpiderMites 6
Target Spot 7
Mosaic Virus 8
YellowLeafCurlVirus 9
Subtotal

Train (50)
1064
500
796
955
476
889
838
702
187
2679
9077

Test (50)
1064
500
796
955
476
889
838
702
187
2679
9077

VGAN
1064
500
796
955
476
889
838
702
187
2679
9077

Table 2. Tomato data set for disease detection and classification. (a) Original train samples, (b) Augmented samples,
(c) CVGAN generated samples, and (d) Augmented and CVGAN generated sample (mixed).

Disease and class-categories

(a) Original train

Bacterial Spot 0
Early Blight 1
Healthy 2
Late Blight 3
Leaf Mold 4
Septoria LeafSpot 5
TwoSpottedSpiderMites 6
Target Spot 7
Mosaic Virus 8
YellowLeafCurlVirus 9
Subtotal

2128
1000
1592
1910
952
1778
1676
1404
374
5358
18172

Synthetic data
(b) Augmented
2128
2000
2388
2865
2380
2667
2514
2106
1870
110
20918

(c) CVGAN
1064
500
796
955
476
889
838
702
187
2679
9077

(d) CVGAN & augmented
3192
2500
3184
3820
2856
3556
3352
2808
2057
2789
30114

compared with the original train samples on average become 87.53% similar. The CW-SSIM values of generation
by our proposed CVGAN and Two Pathway Encoder GAN [8] also demonstrate the plausibility of the proposed
CVGAN generation approach, which outperformed the Two Pathway Encoder GAN by +4.14% on average.
The proposed CVGAN generation approach helped reconstruct a good quality image compared to the Two
Pathway Encoder GAN for the tomato data set.

Table 3. CW-SSIM quality assessment for generated samples for each class (in %).

Class/Method
Two Pathway Encoder GAN [8]
CVGAN(ours)
2878

0
83.1
89.1

1
85.7
87

2
77.0
86

3
83.8
87.9

4
83.2
87.2

5
84.5
86.9

6
83.9
86.3

7
84.2
89

8
81.2
86.3

9
87.3
89.6
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As shown in Figure 5, (a) the CVGAN generation is plausible and visually appealing. Indicated by the
line, the generated and the original sample are almost similar in terms of leaf and disease structure. Figure
5 (b) shows the failed cases of the CVGAN generation indicated by the line; in some cases, CVGAN fails to
reconstruct tomato disease spots or some part of the original image structure when the image size is smaller
than the background image size; some image disease part is similar to the background, and other characteristics.
Except for the few failed cases, the CVGAN enables plausible image generation.

Original
Train Image

CVGAN
Generated
Image

(a) CVGAN generation sample Images.

(b) CVGAN failed cases.

Figure 5. CVGAN generation. (a) CVGAN generated images. (b) CVGAN image reconstruction failed cases.

5.2. Tomato disease detection and classification
5.2.1. Classification network experiment setting
For Tomato disease detection and classification of the proposed AAR network training, we used batch size 32,
max epochs 100, initial learning rate 0.01, optimizer SGD, and weight decay 1e-4. The baseline deep CNN
models VGG19, GoogLeNet, and Resnet50 trained with parameter configuration initial learning rate 0.001,
batch size 32, max epoch 100 with early stopping condition, momentum 0.9, optimizer is Adam, pre-trained=
ImageNet. Whereas, baseline wide models; wide-resnet50-2 based on1 , wideresenet28-10 used SGD optimizer,
28 as depth, 10 width, and dropout rate 0.3 for each layer to prevent overfitting based on2 .
5.2.2. AAR and baseline networks with and without data generation and augmentation
Figure 6 shows the effect of train samples with and without data generation and augmentation on the performance of the proposed AAR and baseline networks. The VGG19 network with generation and augmentation improved +4.04% when compared without generation. GoogLeNet improved +6.0%, Resnet50 improved
+3.8% , wideresnet50-2 improved +3.76% , wideresnet28-10 improved 5.02% , and the proposed AAR network
improved 1.99% . So, the proposed AAR and the baselines have improved accuracy with both generation and
augmentation data settings compared to training samples without generation and augmentation. The experiment result demonstrated a consistent improvement in all data settings with generation and augmentation in
1 https://github.com/szagoruyko/functional-zoo/blob/master/wide-resnet-50-2-export.ipynb
2 GitHub

accessed February 2021
- szagoruyko/wide-residual-networks: 3.8% and 18.3% on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 accessed February 2021
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the proposed AAR network. So, enlarging the training sample through CVGAN generation and augmentation
improved the AAR network training performance.
100

95

Acc (%)

90

85

80

(a) Train Only
(b) Aug+Train
(c) Gen+Train
(d) All sample

VGG19

GoogLeNe
t

ResNet50

92.44
96.13
93.12
96.48

92.02
96.36
97.8
98.02

94.05
96.72
94.36
97.85

(a) Train Only

(b) Aug+Train

WideWideResNet28Resnet50-2
10
94.03
92.69
97.6
97.02
94.53
96.99
97.9
97.71
(c) Gen+Train

AAR
network
(Ours)
97.04
99.03
98.55
98.91

(d) All sample

Figure 6. Experiment to demonstrate AAR network tomato disease detection and classification performance compared
with the baselines across data set settings (in %).

5.2.3. Performance of the AAR network compared with deep and wide CNN networks
When we compare the baseline deep CNN and the AAR networks, the AAR network has shown improvement of
+2.43% over VGG19, +0.89% over GoogLeNet, and +1.06% Resnet50. Compared with the wide CNN baseline
networks, the proposed AAR network has improved +1.01% for wideresnet50-2, +1.20% for wideresnet28-10.
So, the AAR network has outperformed both the deep and wide CNN baselines by a large margin. In general,
the AAR network performance has improved more when compared with deep networks than the wide networks.
The GradCam class activation heat map for attention visualization using the proposed AAR and the baseline
networks are demonstrated in the Figure 7. We can see that the proposed AAR network focused on the tomato
disease feature was compared to the baseline networks. The heat map for the baseline GoogLeNet and Resnet50
concentrated on the whole leaf, and the VGG19 model showed a small attention heat map on the selected sample
images. This confirms that the AAR network can identify disease spot from tomato leaves in more clear way than
the baselines. In addition, the tSNE visualization of the 4k unseen test images for both the baselines and the
proposed AAR network is also explored. The features learned by the proposed AAR network is semantically
separable and generalizes well on test images much better than the baseline networks. The proposed AAR,
baseline deep and wide networks tSNE visualization presented clearly confirm attention augmented learning
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demonstrated discriminative feature learning capability as shown in Figure 8. Each point-cloud is an image
clustered into disease category (as in Table 1 first column) having the same color.

YellowLeafCurlVirus

BacterialSpot

Healthy

AAR(Ours)

Wid eResNet50-2

ResNet50

GoogLeNet

VGG19

OriginalImage

EarlyBlight

Figure 7. The GradCam [38] class activation heat map visualization for the proposed AAR, deep and wide CNN
baselines for selected sample images.
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Figure 8. A 2D tSNE projection for 1500 test images baseline. (a) ResNet50 and (b) At he proposed AR network.

5.3. Comparison with related works
The works in [8] and [33] extracted all tomato training sample from PlantVillage[11] data set, in contrast to other
works extracted fewer classes from the same PlantVillage data set. The proposed AAR network extracted all
the ten classes from the PlantVillage data set and enlarged the training sample through data augmentation and
the CVGAN reconstruction network. In addition, we compared our work with those that use different data set
as shown in Table 4, the proposed AAR network showed higher performance with a +0.17% margin compared
to the work in [8], and +3.26% in [33]. With the difference in training data set, our proposed approach scored
+0.91% improvement over the attention based method [37].

Table 4. Comparison with related works: for comparison, we have presented eight works of PlantVillage tomato [11]
data sources, and from other sources.

Author(s)
[3]
[5]
[8]
[9]
[15]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[33]
[35]
[37]
Ours
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Backbone
ResNet50
LeNet
ResNet50
LeafGAN
Fater R-CNN
ResNet50
AlexNet
SRCNN
SqueezeNet
NASNetLarge
Attention CNN
AAR

Number of classes
9
3
10
4
11
3
7
9
10
10
4
10

Train sample size
5550
3700
18154
19000
5000
6794
13262
18148
18148
11640
120,000
39072

Accuracy (%)
97.28
92.88
98.74
97.90
96.00
98.00
97.49
90.00
95.65
95.62
98.00
98.91
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6. Conclusion
We presented the attention augmented residual (AAR) network with attention and residual learning for salient
tomato disease detection and classification. The residual and attention block jointly employs the CNN locality
and long-range global dependency for fine-grained tomato disease recognition. In addition, we used the CVGAN
sample reconstruction network and augmentation technique to minimize training sample scarcity and class
imbalance. The experiment result demonstrated that the proposed AAR network had outperformed the baseline
networks and related works by a large margin when trained with and without a synthetic sample. Besides, the
attention heat map and tSNE visualization on test images demonstrated the robustness of the proposed AAR
network in detecting tomato disease. Furthermore, the proposed AAR network extracts highly discriminative
features much better than the deep and wide CNN architectures without attention, making the proposed AAR
network a preferable approach for tomato disease detection and classification tasks.
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